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Development of a Command Control and
Communications System for Light Aircraft

1. INTRODUCTION

During high altitude scientific balloon flights, a light airplane (currently a

Cessna aircraft) is used to monitor the balloon system during ascent, to report

balloon position, and to observe and direct recovery operations after flight termina-

tion. A command control and communications rack is operated aboard this plane by

Air Force personnel to provide voice communications with the Balloon Control

Center and commands to the payload as necessary.

This report describes a new system developed under In-louse Work Unit

76591206. The system consists primarily of radio equipment purchased from

various manufacturers and integrated into a portable aluminum rack. The purpose

of the new system is to replace the out-dated, badly aged system currently in use.

A block diagram of the system is shown in Figure 1.

Two primary objectives were met with the new system. The first was a size

and weight reduction to make the rack more portable, the second was the use of

fully synthesized communications equipment to eliminate recrystalization and re-

tuning every time one of our frequency allocations changed.

(Received for publication 29 September 1983)
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Figure 1. Block Diagram of Command Control and Communications System

2. OESGN CONSIDERATIONS

The current system in use contains a HF /SSB transceiver, a VHF/FM trans-

ceiver, a Direction Finder (DF) Receiver and command consoles for HF and UHF

commands. A UHF Transceiver is carried aboard separately because it is too big

to fit in the rack. The features that each of these provide are necessary to this

system but are restrictive when compared to new, state-of-the-art equipment. Size

and weight. maintenance, and versatility have changed drastically.

Although the same features were incorporated into the new system, a different
approach was taken to provide some of them. Three new, fully synthesized radio

transceivers were purchased in order to provide voice communications on any fre-

quency from 2-30 MHz. 118-152 MHz, or 225-400 MHz. Since all of these trans-

ceivers use microelectronics design, size and weight reductions were significant.
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This allowed the UHF/AM transceiver to be incorporated into the rack, eliminating

a separate, bulky carry-on.

The command control consoles were eliminated from the rack. Since this is a
feature only used as necessary, and there are more types of command systems in

use now, it was decided that the best approach was to provide external modulation

inputs to accommodate any command system desired. The command set chosen for

each mission would simply be plugged into the appropriate jack in the aircraft rack

and support any command requirements.

The sections that follow describe each piece of equipment in the new system

and how it is operated. Performance specifications for each unit are presented in

Appendix B.

3. EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTIONS

This section provides descriptions and general operating instructions for each
piece of equipment that was incorporated into the new system.

3.1 Magnavox ARC-150 UHF/AM Transceiver

The ARC-150 is a synthesized UHF/AM radio transceiver manufactured for

military use by the Magnavox Corporation. It is designed for air-to-air, air-to-

ground, or ground-to-ground communications from 225. 000 to 399. 975 MHz. Within

this band it operates on 7000 channels spaced 25 KHz apart and can be pre-programmed

for up to 20 preset frequencies. The presets are stored in a non-volatile memory

in the radio, even when the power is off. During balloon missions its primary use

is for voice communications to the Balloon Control Center and any other support

aircraft being flown during the mission (typically, C-130s and helicopters). It may

also be used for command control via an external input provided in the rack, if

desired. Be,'ause it is supported by a military tech order, it can be maintained and

serviced by .:ommunications squadrons at military installations. Performance

specifications for this radio are listed in Table Bl.

Figure 2 shows the front panel operating controls for the ARC-150. Power is

applied to the unit by rotating switch S1 clockwise to the MAIN position. The other

two positions shown (MOTH and ADF) are not used in this system. The desired fre-

quency of operation is set by rotating switches S2 through S6 to the desired numbers.

S2 sets 100 MHv increments of the desired frequency. S3 the 10 MHz increments,

S4 the 1 MHz increments, S5 the 0. 1 MHz increments and S6. the 25 KHz increments.

The mode of operation is selected using switch S7. Moving S7 to the left-hand

position selects the MANUAL mode of operation as indicated in the window of the

switch. In this mode any frequency between 225. 000 and 399. 975 can be set (using

7
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switches S2 through S6 and utilized. When S7 is moved to the center position, the

PRESET mode of operation is selected. This allows operation on one of the 20

available preset channels by rotating the Channel Select Switch, 58 to the desired

channel number. Since there are usually only a few frequencies authorized for our

use in this band, this is the best mode of operation to use. It will prevent acci-

dental operation on an unauthorized frequencies. The third mode of operation that

can be selected with S7, the GUARD mode, is not used in the system.

Figure 2. ARC-150 UHF'/AM Transceiver Operating Controls

The desired frequencies in the preset mode are programmed as follows:

(1) Set the desired frequency by rotating the Frequency Set Switches.

S2 through S6 to the appropriate numbers.

(2) Rotate the Channel Select Switch, S8 to the Desired channel number.

(31 Open the Preset Label lDoor, A, and depress the Memory Activation
Switch. S9.

This stores the desired frequency and channel number into memory, It will remain

there, even with power off, untiL ('hangedl by the operator. ALL 20 preset channels

are programmed in the manner jlust described.

02 J 0/ U/ 0l l...
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The ARC-150 receiver squelch is adjusted by opening the Preset Label Door,

A. and rotating the Main Squelch Control, R2 to the position that provides the

quieting desired for the frequency being used. If desired squelch can be disabled

by turning the Squelch Disable Switch, SIl to the OFF position. Receiver audio

output is adjusted with the Volume Control, R1 (clockwise rotation increases output

volume).

One other feature of the ARC-150 that should be noted is the function of the

Tone Modulation Switch, S12. Depressing this switch places a 1020 Hz tone on the

carrier frequency being used. This is a useful tuning aid to the operator receiving

transmissions from this radio.

3.2 King KTR-908 VHF/FM Transceiver

The KTR -908 transceiver is a fully-synthesized, commercial avionics system

consisting of the K1S-598 Frequency Selector and the KTR-908 Receiver/Exciter

Unit. The KTII-908 contains the receiver, transmitter, frequency synthesizer,

and power supply. The KS-598 is a control head containing the switching electron-

ics and external cntrols necessary for frequency selection and programming. The

system provides two-way communications, in 25 KHz increments, on one of 1359

channels between 118.000 and 151. 975 MHz. There are two programmable channels;

one active and one standby. The frequencies programmed into these channels re-

main in memory even when power is off. Performance specifications for this radio

are listed in Table B2.

The operating controls for the KTR-908 are shown in Figure 3. To turn the

unit ON. rotate the VOL Control, Si. clockwise and adjust for the desired listening

level. Receiver squelch is set using the same control (SIl). By pulling the control

out and rotating it, the desired squelch level can be set. When the control is pushed

back in, receiver squelch is automatic at the level previously set.

Two concentric knobs, S2 and S3, are used to set the desired operating frequen-

cv. When these controls are rotated either clockwise or counterclockwise (incre-

ment or decrement, respectively) the frequency in the Standby Display, D2, will

change. The outer Frequency Set Control, S2. changes the MHz portion of the dis-

play in 1 MHz increments. The inner Frequency Set Control, S3. changes the KHz

portion of the display in 50 KHz increments. By pulling S3 out, the display will

change in 25 KHz increments.

Once the desired operating frequency has been programmed into the Standby

Display. depressing the Transfer Switch. S4. will place it into the Active Display,

Dl. Note that this action swaps the contents of the Active and Standby Displays.

By programming the Standby Display again, for another desired frequency, it is

then possible to switch back and forth between two different frequencies by simply

depressing the Transfer Switch, S4.



* After programming two desired frequencies, the radio is ready for use. When

the transmitter is keyed, a "TX" (see D3) will appear in the display next to the

active frequency.

1 ,,,. 5 . t _

S2 Figure 3. KTli-908 VHF/FM
COMM, S2 Transceiver Operating Cont, )Is

TIEST

3.3 King KHF -950 HF/SSB Transceiver

The King KHF-950 is a microprocessor-based, synthesized, High Frequency/

Single Sideband (HF/SSB) radio transceiver. It provides voice communications

between 2. 000 and 26. 999 ilHz in 100 Hz increments. This allows operation on one

of 250. 000 possible frequencies, ninety-nine of which can be preset as selectable

channels. Any one of these preset channels can be programmed to operate as re-

ceive only (no transmit), simplex (receive and transmit are the same frequency)

or semi-duplex (receive and transmit are different frequencies). As with the other

radios in the system, the preset channels are stored in memory even with poweroff.

The KHF-950 consists of the KAC-952 Power Amplifier/Antenna Coupler, the

KTH-953 Receiver/Exciter and the KCU-951 Control Unit. A microcomputer in

the system controls the storage of user programmed frequency (including emission

mode and channel number), the frequency display, tuning and band switching. Per-

formance characteristics for this transceiver are listed in Table B3.

The operating controls for this system are located on the front panel of the

KCU-951 Control Unit. They are shown in Figure 4. Rotating the Volume Control,

Rl. clockwise applies power to the system and controls the audio output level.

When power is turned on, the Frequency Display, DI, is blanked and transmit is

disabled until the crystal oven warms up and the frequency synthesizer locks. After

this (approximately one minute from a cold start) the receiver frequency will appear

in the display. Keying the radio momentarily will initiate the coupler auto-tune

sequence. During this sequence the display will be blanked and the "TX" message
will flash. The emission mode and channel number will remain in the display.

10



Figure 4. KIIF-950 tFIFSSB Transceiver Operating Controls

The system is capable of operating in a frequency mode or a channel mode.

Alternately depressing and releasing the F.'t{EQiCIIAN Switch, S1, will switch

between these two modes. In the frequency mode only the operating frequency and

the emission type are displayed. Also, only simplex operation is allowed. Basic-

ally, a desired frequency and emission type is programmed into the unit and then
used to transmit and receive. Two concentric control knobs work in an increment!

decrement fashion to set a desired frequency. The outer Frequency Set .ontrol,

A2, controls the cursor position which is indicated by the flashing digit in the Display.

b)w1. The inner threquency Set Control, $3, is used to increment or decrement the

flashing digit until the desired number is displayed. i desired frequency is set by

moving the cursor position and setting each digit, one ai a time. There is a blank

position to the right of the frequency display that is used to store the cursor during

operution. When the cursor is in this position no digits will be flashing. The

emission type is selected by depressing the Emission M~ode Select Switch, S5, until
the emission type desired fonly Al or SSB are available) appears in the Display, D.

In the channel mode of operation a channel number is displayed in addition to

the frequency and emission type. Ninety-nine channels can be programmed in this
mode nd then selected by rotating the Inner Frequency Set Control, 3, until the

desired channel number is displayed. Note that d3 serves two program functions

depending on the position of the cursor. If the cursor is in one of the digit positions

pflashingt then S3 increments or decrements this digit for frequency set control.

When the cursor is in its stored position rno digits flashing. then S3 increments or

decrements the channel number. The steps for programming the preset channels

are different, depending on whether the channel is to operate as receive only,

simplex or a semi-duplex. The first step before any programming is to enter the

channel mode using the !"REQ/CItAN Switch, fr. To program a channel for receive

11
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only operation. proceed as follows:

(1) Depress the PGM Switch. S4 (the PGM message will appear

in the display).

(2) Select the desired channel number (S3-no digits flashing).

(3) Set the desired frequency (S2 and 53).

(4) Select the emission type (S6).

(5) Depress the STO Switch. S5 once (the TX message will

flash on and off in the display).

(6) Release the PGI Switch, S4.

To program a channel for simplex operation:

(1) Depress the PGM Switch, S4 (PG1l will appear).

(2) Select the desired channel number (S3-no digits flashing).

(3) Set the desired frequency (S2 and S3).

(4) Select the emission type (S6).

(5) Depress the ST() Switch, S5, twice(a flashing TX message

will appear on the first actuation and disappear on the second).

(6) Release the l'GM Switch, S4.

To program a channel for semi-duplex operation:

(1) Depress the PGAI Switch, S4 (PGAI will appear).

(2) Select the desired channel number (S3-no digits flashing).

(3) Set the desired i, ceive frequency (S2 and $3).

(4) Select the emission type (S6).

(5) Depress the ST() Switch. S5, once ('TN will be flashing).

(6) Set the desired transmit Frequency (.2 and S3).

(7) Depress the STO Switch. S5, once (the flashing "TX will disappear).

(8) lelease the PUII Switch, S4.

Onee programmed, the information will remain stored in memory until changed by

the user.

The Squelch Control. 112, provides variable squelch threshold control and

should be set to the desired level for the frequency being received. The Clarifier

Control. Il3, functions as a fine tune device during the receive mode of operation.

It varies the local oscillator in the radio, slightly, to provide precise tuning to

the receive frequency. The control knob must be pulled out to activate and adjust

the clarifier.

31.1.I-TronicN VFIF Iirection Finder Receiver

A FIll" beacon transmitter, operating on 242. 0 Mllz, is flown aboard the pay-

load on each scientific balloon flight. This beacon cones on automatically at flight

termination and stays on until turned off by a ground recovery crew. In the event

12



personnel aboard the aircraft lose their visual sighting on the payload, they can

turn on the direction finder receiver in the rack and use it to "home" in on the

signal being transmitted by the on-board beacon. This feature is especially useful

when trying to locate a payload lost on the ground.

The L-Tronics LA Series Direction Finder (DF) Receiver is an independent,

crystal-controlled receiver and direction indicator. The indicator is a panel meter

that indicates both left and right homing at distances from 50 ft to 50 miles. The

unit in use in the aircraft rack is crystalized for 242. 0 MHz. Performance specifica-

tions for this unit are listed in Table B4. The front panel with user controls is

shown in Figure 5.

] X J VHF-DF (

J L'TSo.,cs

Figure 5. L-Tronics fIIF/DF Receiver Operating Controls

Many articles have been written on the art of homing in on beacon transmitters

from aircraft. There are many factors that can influence degrade beacon signals

(for example, reflections off local terrain or objects such as buildings). This dis-

cussion is only intended to provide operating instructions for the D receiver in

this system. As far as the subject of homing goes, let it suffice to say here that

there is little that can be done about operating a I)1. receiver iH a poor l)F

environment except to recognize it and try to realize how it might affect the target

location. Doing this may avoid wrong conclusions and time-consuming detours.

Power is applied to the D" set by rotating the \ olune Control Knob. II,

clockwise. During operation in this system the Frequency Selector Switch, S.1,

should be in the 242. 0 position. Initially, the Mode Selector Switch, S2, should be

in the IEC position. When the beacon signal is first heard, it will normally build

up or 'fade in" over a period of one or two minutes. During this time, Volume

Control, HI, should be used to adjust the audio output from the speaker to a com-

fortable listening level. Starting with minimum sensitivity, advance the SENS

13



Control, 1R2, clockwise to obtain a mid-scale signal strength reading on the Panel

Meter, MI. When this is obtained, turn the Mode Selector Switch, S2, to the DF

position. Deflection of the meter needle now indicates the direction in which to

turn the airplane to track the beacon signal. Maintaining the meter needle at

zero" (mid-scale) will maintain track on the beacon signal. As the tracking pro-

ceeds, the signal strength in the REC mode should be checked periodically and

adjusted, if necessary. Maintaining the proper sensitivity level will prevent over-

loading of tile receiver as the signal gets stronger. One important note; no accu-

racy is lost by reducing the sensitivity level as long as the beacon signal remains

audible.

3.5 Balloon Command Transmitters

Balloon command functions are effected by decoding specific intelligence re-

ceived via radio waves in a command package on board the balloon payload. Com-

mands are normally sent from the Balloon Control Center from one of several types

of command sets. If, for some reason, the control center loses its ability to send

commands, the aircraft must be able to step in and send commands as requested.

Trhis is done in this system by plugging in the desired command set and keying one

of two transmitters in the rack. 'These transmitters are small, light-weight,

commercially manufactured units which will accept an external modulation input

from the command set being used. Set-up and operation of the command set is

accomplished during preflight system tests.

•4. SYSTEM OPERATION

In addition to the operating controls previously described, there are several

others necessary to make the various pieces of equipment function as a system.

These controls deal with the routing of system power, input and output signals.

l:igures 6 and 7 show their locations. The controls on the side of the rack (see

Figure 61 serve two major functions. The upper section is for connection of the

antennas necessary for each radio. The antennas are permanently mounted on the

outside skin of the aircraft in various places and shielded coaxial cables are routed

from them to the aircraft rack location in the cabin. When the rack is placed on

board the aircraft it is a simple matter to connect these cables to the appropriate

antenna inputs. The lower section of this end of the rack is the power distribution

center. Aircraft power is connected here and distributed via circuit breakers to

each piece of equipment in the rack. This is done to protect both the aircraft power

system and the equipment in the rack.

14
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NOTE JII -HF RADIO ANTENNA
CONNECTION LOCATED
ON OPPOSITE END.
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Figure 6. Antenna and Power Distribution Panels

After the rack is placed aboard the plane the following procedure should be

used for power and antenna connection:

(1) Connect all antennas to their appropriate jacks (J4 through JIl)

on the Antenna Panel.

(2) Turn off all equipment in the rack.

(3) Turn off all circuit breakers on the Power Distribution Panel.

(4) Connect aircraft power to the Input Power Connector. JI.

(5) Connect external command set to the Auxiliary Power

Output Connector, J2.

(6) Connect the pilot's remote DF to connector J3.

The system is now completely installed in the aircraft and may be powered up as

follows:

(1) Turn on the Main Circuit Breaker, CBI.

(2) One at a time, turn on the other circuit breakers in the system,

(CB2 through CB6).

(3) Turn on each unit in the rack as necessary.

15
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A third set of controls, located on the front panel of the rack (see Figure 7),

are used to direct signal traffic into the system. The Transceiver Selector Switch,

S1. directs the input device selected by the Input Source Switch, S2, to the desired

transceiver. There are three selectable input sources that may be used. For voice

communications a rmicrophone or headset plugged into Ji12 or J 13, respectively,

may be selected. Which one is used is usually a matter of personal preference.

The third selectable source directs an external input, plugged into the External

Input Jack, J 14, to the desired transceiver. This is used for command sets that

are designed to operate within the transceiver frequency bands. In the external

miode the External Key Switch, S3, is used in place of the key switches normally

found on a microphone or headset.

As discussed in Scction 3. 5. two balloon command transmitters mounted in the

rack provide the capability to send commands from an external command set aboard

the aircraft. These transmitters operate on frequencies outside the range of the

transceivers in the rack; and most of the command sets currently available are de-

signed for use with them. The external command set being used is plugged into one

of the Modulation Input Jacks, J15 or J16, depending on which frequency is desired.

The transmitter is then activated with the appropriate key switch, S4 or 55.

The interconnection of these functional controls and the equipment in the rack

is shown in a series of schematic wiring diagrams in Appendix A. Each diagram

deals with only one piece of equipment in the s stem. Fabrication of the inter-

connect wiring in this manner allows removal of each piece of equipment, with its

wire harness, without disrupting operation of the rest of the system.

5. CONCLUSION

C lea rlv, this report was written as an instruction manual geared to operators

of the system during scientific balloon flights. This was the overriding considera-

tion because of the system's importance during flight operations. The new system

is simpler to use, more cost-effective and provides a great degree of versat ility.

A final note; there is detailed technical information available on the equipment in

this system. It can be found in the manuals listed in the References section of

this report (page 19).

17
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Appendix A
Interconnect Wiring Schematics
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AUDIO DISTRIBUTION POWER DISTRIBUTION

P18- PT06E-1O-6S Pig- PT06E-S-2P

Figure Al. System Interconnect Wiring Diagram, Magnavox ARC-150
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L-TWICS VHF/OF RCVR
P29-MoI.EX 9PIN

AUDIO DIST. POWER DIST REMOTE OF

P30-PTOGE-S-4S P31-PT06E-S-4P P32-PTO6E-I2-8S
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Figure A4. Sv.stem Interconnect Wi ring Di1agram,
L-Tronics, I)V Receiver
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Appendix B
Equipment Performance Specifications
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Table BE, AIR'-150 UIIFI/AM Transceiver Performance Specifications

General

Frequency Range 225. 000 to 399. 975 MAlz

Available Channels 7000

Channel Spacing 25 Kttz

Preset Channels Up to 20

Receiver

Sensitivity 3 j\V (30% modulation at
1 KHz) for 10 dB signal
plus noise-noise

IF Bandwidth 70 Kltz (6 dB), 140 Kltz (60 dB)

Audio Output Impedence 500 Ql

Audio Output 0. 25 V rms min. into
500 2 (30% modulation)

Audio Frequency fange 50 to 20, 000 lIlz

Squelch 3 JLV signal to noise operated.

Transmitter

Power Output 10 W

Modulation 80% positive at 90% negative
from 300 Hz to 3500 Hz

Envelope Distortion 10% maximum

Transmit Audio Input 0. 3 to 6 V rms maximum

Transmit Audio Input Impedence 150 12 balanced

Transmitter Sidetone 185 m\ at 50% modulation

Tone Modulation 1020 Ilz ± 10%

Environmental/ Physical

()perating Tt-mperature Range -54c, c to +71 ° "

Size Length 5-3/4 in.
Width 5 in.
Height 9 in.

Weight 9. 5 lbs

Electrical

Input Voltage +27.5 V dc (30 max.)

Input Current (receive mode) 1. 1 A
(transmit mode) 3. 3 A

Antenna Impedence 52 2. nominal
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Table 132. l\rit- 908 \ ' ~~ ransceiver I'erforrinuine Spec-ifiezitions

General

F requency 118. 000 to 151I. 975 lull,.

Available Channels i 35 9

Channel Spacing 25 Kl1z

R-eceive r

Sensitivity 2 Ai\ (30"; modulation at I KNi,)
for 6 dli signal plus noise to noise

IF Bandwidth 20. 6 Kllz (6 dB), 39. 2 K lz (60 dli)

Audio Output 100 nW into 500 S2
6 dIH response from :350 to

2500 H~z

AGC 5 gi to 200 m\ for audio
level change < 3i dB

Squelch Automatic (internally adjustable)
with manual disable

Transmitter

Power Output 20 \k

Modulation =>851'0,' 987'

Audio Output 100 mW into 500 Q2

Sidetone Output Adjustable oip to 100 ni% into
500 Q2

Frequency Stability ±0. 0015', (-5 5' C to 70 C)

Microphone Input 120 m% rms minimum into 500 Q2

Harmonic Content 60 dlI down from carrier level

Spurious Outputs > 60 dI3 down from carrier level

Environmental! Physical

Operating Temperature Range (KTI(-908) -55 to +700 C
(KIM-S 98) -20 to +55' C

Size IKTII-908 KFS-598

Width (in.) 1. 75 2. 193
Height (in. ) 5. 00 2. 35
Depth (in.) 1. 77 5. 5

Weight 4. 0 lbs total

Electrical

Input Voltage + 27. 5 Vdc

Input Current (receive mode) 0. 4 A
(transmit mode) 7. 0 A

Antenna Impedance 50 12. nominal
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Table B3. KHF-960 HF/SSB Transceiver Performance Specifications

General

Frequency Range 2. 000 to 26. 999 MHz

Available Channels 250.000

Channel Spacing 100 Itz

Preset Channels 99

Receiver

Input Impedance 50 Q, nominal

Frequency Stability ± 20 llz

Clarifier Range Up to 250 liz

Selectivity (AM) 5.5 KMlz " 6 d. 20 Kliz 60 dB.
(SS13) . 6 dB from carrier frequency

#360 liz to carrier frequency
O +2500 Hiz.

' 60 dH frorm carrier frequency
-2150 lItz to carrier frequency
,5000 Hf-.

Sensitivity (AM) . 3 p V for- 6 d13 signal plus
noise to noise.

(SS B) I- I A\ for- 10 dfl signal plus
noise to noise.

AGC - 6 d1H change for- inputs from
10 to 500,000 AV

Audio Output 100 mW into 500 02

Audio Response 6 dlI from 350 to 2500 lz

Audio Distortion (AM) 12% harmonic
(SSB) Third order 25 dB below

uesired at 100, 000 4 V

Spurious Response 60 dB down from 0. 19 to
150 Mtlz.

Exciter

Output Impedance 50 2, nominal

Frequency Stability ± 20 1Iz

Spectrum Control (Audio Response) 6 dHi from carrier frequency
4350 Ilz to carrier frequenc'y

2500 Itz.
(Spectrum) 38 dB from carrier frequency

-3100 liz to carrier frequency
45900 lHz.

43 dH from carrier frequency
-6100 lItz to carrier frequency
+6900 iz.

Carrier Suppression 26 dli
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Table B3. KIIF- 950 111' /SSB3 Transceiver Performance Specifications (Contd)

Transmitter

P~ower Output (SSB) 100 W PEP into 50 Q2
(non-reactive).

(AM) 25 W carrier, 100 W P3EP
into 50 Q2 (non-reactive).

Spurious Emissions (USIA) 43 dBA +8 lIHz, -6 Klz from
carrier frequency.

SW It < 1. 5: 1 typical

Antenna [uning 'rime 3 sec, nominal

Environmental!/ Physical

O pe rating 'rempe ,atu re lHange -20* C to +55' C*

Size KCU-951 KAC-952 KTH-953

Length (in.) 7.70 14. 25 11. 15
Width tin. )5.00 5.40 3.00
Height (in. )2.00 7. 24 5. 25

keight (Ibs) 1.00 11.60 6.60

Electrical

Input \Voltage +27. 5 Vdc

Input Current (receive miode) 1 A
(transmit miode) 15 A

Antenna Impedance 50 Q2. nominal
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Table B4. L-Tronics VHF/DF Receiver Performance Specifications

DF Sensitivity + 5* full-scale left-right for
input signals 2 ; V

Minimum Useable Signal 0. 1 AV

Accuracy ± 30

Operating Frequency 121.5. 121.6, 242.0. 243.0 MHz
(crystal controlled)

IF Bandwidth 15 KHz

Image Rejection 40 dB

Spurious Input Rejection 75 dB

Audio Output 0.5 W into 8 9

Input Voltage +10 to +35 Vdc

Input Current 150 mA

Size Iength 6-5/32 in.
Height 1-3/16 in.
Depth 5-3/4 in.

Weight 31 ounces
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